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Abstract. In this paper the history of Xerox is mapped to the four quadrants of the 

Adaptive Cycle. The company reached the equilibrium phase after it introduced its 
first paper copier in 1959. After many years the Xerox found itself in a crisis after 

the company was obliged to license its patents and its revenues began to flatten. 

Xerox was a leader in developing technologies, but often had trouble creating and 
marketing products based on them, particularly computers. Eventually they 

succeeded in finding a way to survive by restructuring, dropping products and 

releasing new ones. 
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Introduction 

This article describes the history of the Xerox Corporation and how it went through the 

Adaptive Cycle of Change, as described by Abcouwer and Parson (Abcouwer & 

Parson). The cycle is composed of four quadrants, namely Equilibrium, Crisis, New 

combinations, and Entrepreneurship. This mini case focuses from the time where 

Xerox introduced its first successful paper copier in 1959, until the time the company 

reaches the entrepreneurship quadrant in the 1980s. 

1. Mapping Xerox to the Adaptive Cycle of Change 

1.1. Equilibrium 

The Xerox Corporation was founded in 1906 as a photography-paper business. At that 

time copies were made for business use either by wet photographic methods or by low-

quality, dry thermal processes. Frustrated by the difficulty and expense of copying 

documents, the company invented a method of transferring images from one piece of 

paper to another using static electricity in 1938. They named the process Xerography. It 

was not before 1959 however, that this invention was commercialized on a large scale. 

At that time the company introduced the Xerox 914, the first successful commercial 

plain paper copier. The product was so successful, that Fortune later called the 914 “the 

most successful product ever marketed in America measured by return on investment.” 

The company invested $12.5 million in developing the 914 copier, which had led the 

company to more than $1 billion in sales by 1968 [2]. Xerox did not foresee that with 

this technology, they would revolutionize the document-copying industry. The product 

was partly successful because of the business model Xerox used. Instead of selling the 

equipment, Xerox offered customers a lease, in which they paid for each individual 



copy. The number of copies was far beyond the company’s most optimistic 

expectations: instead of the estimated amount of 2000 per month, customers averaged 

2000 copies per day [3]. This logic motivated Xerox to develop even faster machines 

that could handle very high copy volumes, and in turn, discouraged development of 

cheaper, low-speed copiers. It targeted its products and sales efforts to major corporate 

customers and government organizations. Hoping to harness the explosion of growth 

that accompanied the development of the 914 copier, the board of directors brought in 

new management who tightened the processes so far that they stifled a highly creative 

company [4]. Clearly, the company was now situated in the equilibrium phase of the 

adaptive cycle. As Abcouwer [1] describes; it is business as usual. The organization is 

now properly organized, structured and in equilibrium with its environment. It is in 

pursuit for efficiency, preservation and improvement of the market position. Also the 

description Holling (2001) fits well the situation Xerox is in: Potential increases 

incrementally in conjunction with increased efficiency but also with increased rigidity.  

1.2. Crisis 

The growth of the copier revenues began to flatten at the end of the 1960s. Because 

Xerox’s executives had focused too heavily on growth, the company had become 

inefficient. While the company sought to perfect the copying machine, it failed to 

challenge the new products on the market, and Xerox's market share dropped.  This 

was amplified due the fact that Xerox resolved an anti-trust suit with the United States 

Federal Trade Commission. The Xerox consent decree resulted in the forced licensing 

of the company's entire patent portfolio. Through this, Xerox’s monopoly of plain-

paper copying technology ended. It was now possible for IBM and Kodak to enter the 

same market as Xerox, namely the high end of the market. At the same time, Japanese 

manufactures focused on the low end market by employing different product 

configurations, pricing strategies and distribution channels.  

1.3. New combinations 

In this time of crisis organizations have to find new combinations to survive [5]. This 

may be change in the shape of new management, the search for new markets, entering 

into new relationships, collations, mergers, and so on [1]. Xerox tried this by setting a 

new direction toward ‘The Architecture of Information’, of which the first step toward 

realizing their vision was by establishing the famous Xerox Palo Alto Research Center 

(PARC) [3]. Researchers at PARC invented new products, obtained multiple patents 

and pioneered many of the computer technologies like the personal computer, the 

mouse, graphical user interfaces and word processing programs we now take for 

granted [6]. However, because Xerox PARC was not well integrated into the rest of the 

company, Xerox’s top management was sceptical of the inventions and didn’t see how 

they fit in with their current copying equipment. The computer division and the copier 

division competed for resources and failed to communicate, and Xerox lacked a 

transactional leadership style in the top management team to provide the structure and 

systems that could capture the knowledge generated in the PARC labs [7] [8]. In 1979, 

Steve Jobs visited PARC and saw the possibilities of the many inventions, which he 

was able to convert into the Macintosh computer, which was introduced in 1984 and 

changed the world of computing. 



1.4. Entrepreneurship  

As a result many scientists who worked at PARC chose to leave the company to found 

independent entrepreneurial spin-off companies to exploit the individual technologies 

[3]. In this phase of entrepreneurship, Xerox underwent a radical change in the 1980s 

by means of a major restructuring in which they cut 2.000 jobs and dropped many of its 

products. The company finally began releasing new successful products that captured 

the low end of the market. Xerox thus kept focus on the paper copying business but 

entered new markets. Over the following years, Xerox regained much of its lost market 

share and moved to the equilibrium phase again. 
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